In order to advance the biology intelligence and the efficiency of the software rejuvenation, as well as enlarge the software availability and decrease the cost, the rejuvenation granularity of software should be finer than before and the DNA computing should be applied. According to analysis of the coupling relation between processes of software system, this paper researched the principium of DNA computing and put forward the model of DNA computing which determines the degree of the restart dependence. Finally, this paper establishes the elementary policy for actualizing the software Rejuvenation. So that the intelligent software rejuvenation with fine rejuvenation granularity is supported.
Introduction
Software aging means the performance degradation of software due to such reasons as system memory usage and leakage, unreleased file lock, untimely data updates, fragments of storage space and rounding error during the long-term uninterrupted operation of software [1] [2] [3] . Software aging will finally lead to failure of software. To confront software aging, the Software Rejuvenation (SR) [2] policy is proposed. SR means to terminate the program and restart the system to clear its internal status (garbage collection, refreshing kernel tables of the operating system and reinitializing its internal data structure, etc.) so as to release the resources of the operating system and restore the performance of the software when the software performance degradation reaches a certain limit [2, 3] . Software rejuvenation, as a positive response to software aging, is a restarting policy taken before the occurrence of software fault [4] . Many known and unknown software faults can be removed be full or partial restart of software. Both the recursive restartability (RR) technology proposed by UC Berkeley and Stanford University during the joint study on the Recovery Oriented Computing (ROC) [5] and the microrestart technology proposed by Candea [6] [7] [8] tend to establish a restart tree in advance, and start restart from the module on the bottom layer of the restart tree, and if the performance cannot be restored, restart of larger scale will be conducted from the parent level. These two technologies follow the software loose coupling principle between modules at the beginning of development so as to prevent the restart of one module from impacting normal operation of other modules. They both feature higher rejuvenation granularity, more imitations and weaker intelligence and adaptability. To establish intelligent fine granularity software rejuvenation policy, we can refer to the idea of documents [7, 8] to analysis the coupling relationship among system processes, work out the method to determine the restart dependence and degree of dependence of restart of processes so as to finally set up the restart tree of the system and support the process-level fine-granularity software rejuvenation of the system.
To execute fine-granularity SR, enhance the execution efficient of software rejuvenation and further improve the intelligence and automation of Software Rejuvenation technology, through this article, we have analysed the coupling relationship among processes of software system, defined the degree of coupling among processes, provided the methods to determine the dependence and restart dependence degree of process restart, according to the principles and features of DNA computing, we have preliminarily defined the DNA computing model of software rejuvenation to realize accurate and efficient determination of the restart dependence degree of system processes, worked out the implementation policy of system restart so as to truly realize efficient intelligent software rejuvenation technology with fine granularity at process level.
Process and Process Coupling
Software includes computer programs, data used by such programs and related documents and materials. A process is just a program being executed that includes program counter, registers and current values of variables. Although each process is a separate entity, interaction among processes often happens, and the closeness of their connections is called the degree of coupling. The closer and more frequent the connections among the processes, the higher their couple degree will be. According to the data exchanges among processes, coupling is normally classified into: non-direct coupling, data coupling, control coupling, public coupling and content coupling.
If the data along processes are exchanged via the parameter tables of interfaces, it is called data coupling. If an upper process calls a lower process to complete designated functions and the call is realized via the delivery of parameters, it is called control coupling. If a public environment is used for data exchange among processes, it is called public coupling. Such public environment can be global variables, global data structure, communication buffers and data(base) files, etc. If a process directly enters another process for data access or service usage or there is a two-way calling relationship between both, it is called content coupling. The difficulties of the four types of coupling above are in ascending order, with content coupling having the poorest adaptability. If the connections among processes are implemented only by control and calling by the upper processes, this case is regarded as non-direct coupling. For the purpose of this article, processes with data, control, public and content couplings occurring by direct interaction are called direct coupling processes.
Determination of Restart Dependence and Restart Dependence Degree of Processes
The restart of a process may cause faults or errors of other processes, which is called the restart dependence among processes, which is dependent on their degree of coupling. Restart dependence is classified into four categories in response to the types of couplings among processes: mutually independent, function-dependent, status-dependent and mutually function-dependent, whose definitions are provided below: Definition 1: If process A calls process B , A is function-dependent on B , represented as AB  . Property 1: Transitivity of function dependence: If AB  , BC  , then AC  . Theorem 1: If process A is function-dependent on B , then B will be restarted when A is restarted, when A will not necessarily be restarted when B is restarted. When two processes are not directly connected, it is required to consider the restart dependence of all processes passed during the period to determine their restart dependence.
Definition 5: The degree of dependence of the restart of a process A on that of another process B is called the restart dependence degree [] R A K between process A and K , then A and K are either status-dependent or mutually function-dependent.
Detailed demonstrations for theorems 1-3 and deductions 1-3 are given in document [9] .
Application of DNA Computing in Software Restart
The fundamental idea of DNA computing is to substitute digital switching components with the information processing ability of organic molecules in computers. The applicability of DNA computing in determining the process restart dependence degree to build system restart tree can be determined by analysing the determination methods for restart dependence and restart dependence degree of processes in software rejuvenation in combination with the principles of DNA computing.
Determining Restart Dependence Degree of Processes with DNA Computing
Suppose in an interaction diagram of direct coupling processes, each edge is represented by, where, is the initial process, is the terminal process and is the weight of the directed edge; to facilitate determining the restart dependence degree between any processes with deductions 1, 2 and 3, we convert the interaction diagram of direct coupling processes as follows: 
 , the number of processes in the figure is n . Set s and d as process numbers, and the solution to establish DNA computing is based on the following non-deterministic algorithm:
Input: Directed graph G of a direct coupling process with n vertexes.
Step 1: Generate random paths between any vertexes in the graph.
Step 2: Keep only the shortest path between any vertexes i V and j V , and discard the other paths.
Step 3: If there is still any path kept between the two vertexes, we get HP, otherwise, there's no HP. Therefore, in the graph, each vertex i V can be represented by a DNA string i s with the random length of 20 VI DNA, 0 in  , cases of 1, 2,3 i  , should be represented with the following oligonucleotide fragments with the length of 20: Here, oligonucleotide fragment i s is used as a template to generate the oligonucleotides of related edges connected in the coupled reaction. Finally, various DNA molecules will be generated through coupled reaction which can be regarded as codes corresponding to random paths in the directed graph. Therefore, we can conclude:
(1) If there are two paths between vertexes i V and j V to allow both of them to reach each other, then:
(a) where the two paths are with the same length and the number of bases in the paths are multiples of 14 instead of 20, then processes i and j are mutually function-dependent; when the number of bases in the paths are multiples of both 14 and 20, we check the vertexes in the paths as well as the length of each edge, if the length is 14, processes i and j are mutually function-dependent, otherwise, they are status-dependent;
(b) where the two paths are not with the same length, processes i and j are status-dependent; (2) If there is the shortest path between vertexes From the data model of DNA computing we can get the restart dependence degree between any processes in the figure as shown in Table 1 , and finally we can get the reachable set of each process as shown below: Then we suppose that through analysis on data from long-term monitoring of the system or experience that the leakage of memory and CPU occupancy are main factors to cause system performance degradation, then we order the impacts of each processes on physical memory as , , ,
c e g f , then a corresponding branch of the restart tree is as shown in Fig. 2 ; if we order the impacts of each processes on CPU wastage as , , , d b h a , we can get another branch of the restart tree as shown in Fig. 3 ; and thus we can finally get the system restart tree as shown in Fig. 4 . Figure 2 .restart tree(a) Figure 3 .restart tree(b) Figure 4 .restart tree(c) enhancing the applicability and flexibility of rejuvenation technology and improving the reliability of software.
